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"No, you are a slap, that is cloth, again, this time we can eat its big fat leg if we win." Lin Ruoshi's
eyes flashed with cunning, that was a happy name.

Lin Hao was all speechless, wasn't this bullying? No, wasn't that bullying the
bear?

Look at that bear paw that can come up with a scissors? Bear Two could only

come up with rock or cloth, ah, from the moment Bear Two decided to play this game with Lin

Ruoshi, Bear Two was destined to lose.

The eagle on the other side of the table let out a hissing roar: "Can't you have any
shame! What's wrong with being a human being? Can you divide me up in front of me, can you
turn your back on me?"

"You are defying my Eagle clan!" The male eagle's body exploded with fury.

"What are you arguing about, are you in a hurry to die? Wait a little longer, and
soon we'll be done dividing it up." Bear Two waved his paw in discontent.

Lin Ruoshi too, ignoring the eagle at all, they were struggling to compete for the
last piece of meat, the big head on the eagle.



Lin Hao was helplessly holding his forehead under the ring, and Chen Kai was

speechless, the brain of a foodie was really strange.

This is a competition, but it has become a bird roast!

The audience around the ring also started to talk.

"Damn it, there were two human spirit masters just now, but now there's another
one? Since when did humans have spirit mages?"

"This is an illusionary spirit mage, find a way to get rid of it, otherwise we'll be in
for a rough time with the rise of the humans."

"Indeed, it looks like we have to find a way to over do these human illusionists.
You see they're already thinking of eating the meat of spirit beasts before the fight even starts."

......

"Ah! Referee, are you blind, you don't even care about this? They're all planning
how to eat me already!" The male eagle was all fried,? The ground will be the same as the ground

will be the same as the ground. He raised his wings like a hand and pointed at the referee next to
the ring, but why hadn't the referee announced the start?



The referee is an ancient god with wolf ears, the referee bristled: "They are just
talking, it's not like they really ate you, as long as they don't hurt your life, then it's not a
violation."

"This, this doesn't count??" Male Eagle pointed at Lin Ruoshi and the others, Lin
Ruoshi and Xiong Er had already moved the grill towards the ring ah!

It was clear that they were going to grill it on the spot.

The referee ignored it, but the eagle was also stupid, if the other side didn't do it,
wouldn't it do it first? The moment both sides stepped into the ring, it meant that the contest had
begun.

"I'm fucking begging you to be human! Get on with it!" The eagle soared high on
its wings, ignoring all of this, spreading its large wings of over three metres, the feathers around it
flowing with the sheen of spiritual energy, each feather emitting a harsh and incomparable aura, as
if each feather, was a sharp dagger.

The eagle's wings flapped, forming a strong wind that swept directly towards Lin
Ruoshi's direction.

"Roar! The Bear People will never be a slave."With a roar, Xiong Er's body soared,
his black and silver fur flashing with intimidating thunder, and he used his body the size of a

small mountain to block Lin Ruoshi behind him.



crashing ......

The eagle spread its wings, and the sharp strong wind directly opened several

slashes on Xiong Er's body, hideous and ghastly, dripping with blood.

"Xiong Er, Xiong Er, are you alright." Seeing that Xiong Er was injured, Lin Ruoshi
was filled with worry.

Xiong Er shook his body slightly, electricity flowed, and the seemingly hideous

and horrible wounds on his body recovered in an instant, nothing happened.

Xiong Er disdainfully waved his hand: "This is only the end of the story, it's
nothing at all, and I've also found out a remarkable thing."

Lin Ruoshi froze for a moment, "What did you find out?"

"I found out that this big bird's wings flap and the strong wind is so terrifying, so
it must have exercised a lot.

Lin Ruoshi bared her face incomparably and sucked in the drool that was almost
flowing out of her mouth.



Lin Hao even looked at it with tears and laughter, you two are really incomparably
persistent dry rice people.
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"Fuck your strength, fuck your legs! You're still thinking of eating my flesh!" The eagle, flying in
the air, roared with a fierce gaze, "Ten thousand arrows!"

As he spun, a sharp feather fell down like a sword, each feather containing a dense
aura, producing an ear-piercing wind-breaking sound.

The dense feathers directly blocked off the area around Lin Ruoshi and Xiong Er,
a dense ranged attack!

Xiong Er reacted even faster, copying Lin Ruoshi as soon as he could. The first
time I saw her, I was able to get to her. He rolled on the ground, avoiding most of the sharp
feathers, but a large portion of the feathers cut through his flesh and penetrated into his body.

Bear Two let out a cry as electricity flowed around his body, the flying feathers
that had entered his body were directly crushed by the electric aura and absorbed directly into
Bear Two's flesh!

"He~tui!" as Bear Two rolled and dodged, he raised his head and spat a mouthful

of saliva over at the big bird spinning in the air.



Barf!

Not to mention, Bear Two's accuracy was simply unparalleled, a large mouthful of
thick spit was directly smeared on the big bird's face, and his eyes were so smeared that he could
hardly open them.

"I'll kill you!" The big bird was completely furious, it had never seen such a

shameless way of doing things, it didn't do much damage, it was insulting as hell!

But it was wrong, this move by Bear Two was not only extremely insulting, it did
equally outrageous damage!

It wasn't even Bear Two's thick spit, but aura concentrated with the power of

thunder, and as the big bird struggled, the aura-sealed thunder aura burst completely open.

Ow howl howl!

The big bird twitched and let out a miserable scream, his body was not under his
control at all, and he fell straight down from high in the air, sticking his head in the ring, his sharp
and hard beak sticking straight in, his whole head buried in the ring, a backwards look, as
comical as it could be,.

The bird was still twitching and even emitting a puff of black smoke, followed by
a special smell of meat.



Bared!

Lin Ruoshi and Xiong Er gulped repeatedly, it was a gluttonous sight.

Bear Two didn't care anymore and looked at the big bird that was upside down in
the ring, in his eyes it was a super sizzling fried chicken.

The attack didn't hit the bird, the saliva fell all around the bird, and in no time,
thunder erupted, forming a small circumferential lightning formation, the bear had actually

learned to set up a formation!

In the middle of the formation, one thunderbolt after another kept striking the big
bird, the big bird couldn't even pull its head out, every time it was struck by lightning it trembled

all over, black smoke came out, the fragrance wafting out of its body became stronger and

stronger, it looked like it was about to be cooked.

"Ref, I protest, they're going to kill!"

"Referee, we concede defeat, hurry up and call a halt!" The big birds of the Eagle
Clan, one by one, roared in anger, Mud, seeing that the referee had no intention of stopping the

match, if they opened their mouths again, the thing in the ring would be able to eat it later!



The referee raised his eyelids and spoke indifferently, "It doesn't count until the
person in question says he admits defeat."

After saying that, the referee still glanced at Lin Ruoshi, knowing that Lin Ruoshi
and her group of humans were close to the Goddess, they must not be offended, but still
reminded, "Killing the opponent is not allowed in the ring, this is the rule set by the Goddess."

Bear Two listened with a regretful face, alas, soon to be ripe for cleaving, never
thought there would be this broken rule, it was so difficult ah.

Unlike Bear Two, Lin Ruoshi brightened up, couldn't she kill her opponent in the
ring?

Lin Ruoshi quickly ran over, her small body contained a lot of energy, quite like
Lin Daiyu plucking a willow upside down, holding the big bird's neck and plucking it violently.

With a loud bang, the big bird was plucked up by Lin Ruoshi: "Hey, silly big bird,
have you conceded yet?"

"Ow ah ah ah! Don't come over, I admit defeat, I admit defeat, don't chop, if you
chop me any more I can even eat it!" The big bird woke up and just opened his eyes to see Lin

Ruoshi, the little witch, standing in front of him, so he flapped his wings in fear and wanted to run,
but found that his wings were bare and his hair was all chopped up.
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The big bird was terrified and rolled frantically away from Lin Ruoshi, and inside the bird was

devastated: I am not a bird, and you are even less human! You're a beast!

The referee naturally spoke up and declared Lin Ruoshi the winner.

"Look at you, Bear Two, what have you done to her? The hair is all chopped up for

you, ugh, it's too miserable to look at, it must hurt a lot." Lin Ruoshi complained and glared at

Bear Two, who was at a loss for words and didn't know where to put his bear paws: I? I? I'm not

trying to get a good meal for my master. Besides, this big bird knew it was delicious at first

glance.

"It's alright, it hurts a little bit alright, I, I can take it." The big bird cried in

aggravation, this person was nice, but the summoned beast he taught was too animalistic.

"Seeing you so pitiful, I can't bear it." Lin Ruoshi stroked the big bird's head and
then picked it up, "Let me help you."

After saying this, Lin Ruoshi picked up the bird, which was three or four times
bigger than her body, and ran away, leaving Xiong Er in a daze.

"Bear Two, what are you doing? Put the barbecue on." Lin Ruoshi ran far away,
and when she saw that Bear Two hadn't followed her, she shouted in anger.

Bear two suddenly realized, hey, I thought the little master had changed his nature,
it seems that he had thought too much, bear two hugged the barbecue grill and chased after him.



"Help me ......" came the desperate cry of the big bird from afar.

Big Bird, a strong man of the pack, went straight to madness and approached the
referee for a statement, however, the referee said that he was just not allowed to hurt people's lives
in the ring, what happened under the ring was beyond his control.

The plan that Ah Yao had indeed devised was that the big competition was fine,
but no one should be hurt, and then this was misinterpreted by the referee.

Anyone with a discerning eye could see that it was clear that the referee was
covering up for those humans, so the flock of birds became furious and went after Lin Ruoshi like
crazy.

By the time they got there, it was already too late.

As soon as they got close to the hill, they were sent flying by a divine light: "How
dare a little spirit beast trespass on the Goddess' residence? Get lost immediately, or I won'tmind
roasting a few more birds."

A lofty male ancient divine silhouette appeared, emitting the powerful aura of a
fifth-grade middle-grade Illusionary Spirit Master, frightening these big birds into ostriches,
hurrying to slink away and admit their fate.



The middle-aged man with a feathered crown on his head, dressed magnificently,
had come at the call of Goddess Ah Yao, and was currently gnawing on a large chicken leg, which
was three or four times larger than his head, looking truly spectacular.

"Little girl has good hands." That middle-aged man looked at Lin Ruoshi with a

smile.

Lin Ruoshi smiled cheekily and continued to sprinkle seasoning and brush oil on it,
while Xiong Er took care of the grilling.

Lin Hao was also quite helpless, but didn't say anything, although the spirit beast
race was much stronger than the human race in this spirit domain, their status was even worse than
the human race.

At least the Ancient Gods wouldn't eat people, but eating spirit beasts was the

norm, no different from humans slaughtering chickens and eating ducks.

When the news spread, many of the spirit beast races were scared to death, and
many of them left.

Moreover, their spirit beast race had been targeted, and almost all the opponents

they encountered were invincible, leaving them with no recourse at all. It seemed that this

Goddess was not prepared to let them, the spirit beasts, ascend the Heavenly Staircase at all.



However, there were also some strong spirit beast races that did not leave,
including the white cat that had mocked the Giant Crocodile City Lord, Gude, earlier.

Lin Ruoshi, on the other hand, was branded as a little devil by the spirit beast

contestants, but all the spirit beast races that encountered her almost didn't even go up to the ring,
and the moment they learned that they were facing Lin Ruoshi, they turned around and ran without
saying a word, afraid that they would be targeted by Lin Ruoshi and taken away to roast and eat,
it was too scary, okay?

The other people also secretly eat them, this little devil girl can not back people
ah.

This Lin Hao also quite helpless, how feel their daughter character more and more

quirky, act more and more misbehaved.
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After waiting for half a day, it was finally Lin Hao's turn.

"Go captain!"

"Go Daddy!"

"Big Boss, eat cat meat!" Xiong Er roared loudly and angrily, simply more excited
than Lin Hao who was on the stage.



Yun Feng, Zhao Chen and the others, all of whom had either been eliminated or

had finished their matches, gathered over to cheer Lin Hao on.

"Meow, you're not really going to eat me, are you? That roasted bird is your

daughter, right?" Lin Hao's opponent was none other than a big, fat, white-haired cat with

snow-white, bright, chubby fur that looked incredibly cute.

It was just like a fat orange cat enlarged by more than twenty times, naive and
completely harmless.

Lin Hao shook his head, "No, it's mainly because I'm not hungry after eating."

The corners of Ruilin's mouth twitched, the beard on both sides of his mouth

twitched, aiming, the feelings were not when the other party was hungry, it was too scary meow.

Rui Lin, is the son of God Cat City Lord, the big cat that mocked Gude City Lord
before is none other than its father, the cat king Rui De.

"The competition begins!"

As the referee gave the order, Lin Hao didn't move, the white cat took the lead in
bowing and leaping, just like a white lightning bolt that arrived in front of Lin Hao in a flash,



meowing and fiercely swinging its claws towards Lin Hao's face, its sharp cat claws flickering
with cold light.

Bang!

Lin Hao clenched his fist, and without dodging, he met the white cat's sharp claws
with a fist.

The two sides struck hard, and Lin Hao took two slight steps back, while Rui Lin
flew backwards two metres away.

"Meow, this can't be!" Rui Lin was dumbfounded, how could this human be so

strong? It was basically impossible for a spirit beast to lose against a physical body of the same

level, and it even possessed part of a special bloodline, making its physical strength even
stronger.

The most important thing was that this human was only a first class early stage
spiritist, but he was a third class late stage spiritist, so he couldn't even beat him!

This species of white cat has a trace of the bloodline of the ancient divine beast,
the White Tiger, and once even called itself the White Tiger, and the predecessor of the Divine

Temple City was even the White Tiger City.

It was only a thousand years ago that the city lord broke through to the sixth level

of Illusionary Spirit Master and defeated a deity who thought highly of himself and challenged a



divine son, and White Tiger City was suppressed and even its name was forced to change to

Divine Cat City, and the white tiger became a white cat.

"Spiritual beasts are really strong in defence." Lin Hao shook his right hand which
was a little numb, not to mention, it was quite painful.

"Meow? Wu Chia Chia Shan Serving Zero Earth Chia? , come again!" Rui Lin
bowed and leapt up again, this time faster and with more force, blurred residual shadows

appeared around him.

Lin Hao did not dare to slow down, his power was only comparable to that of a

third grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master, and a battle with this third grade late stage

Illusionary Spirit Master realm white cat was not quite enough for Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's speed was equally fast.With the Lightning Origin boost, Lin Hao was as
fast as lightning, with streaks of residual shadows, and many people were fascinated by the battle

here.

That human, who was clearly at the early first class realm, was fighting a late third
class spirit beast, it was unscientific!

The white cat was one of the few extremely powerful clans of the spirit beast race!



Those who hadn't reached the fourth rank of Illusionary Spirit Master couldn't
even see Lin Hao and Rui Lin's moves against each other, they only saw the countless residual

shadows of a man and a cat intertwined together.

If it wasn't for the terrifyingly strong Qi escaping and the terrifying sound of that

physical body blast, one would have even thought that they hadn't touched at all.

The more Lin Hao fought, the harder he began to fight, his body already had
many wounds, the white cat's sharp claws were simply terrifyingly sharp, he knew best how

terrifying his body strength was, but under his opponent's claws, they broke apart like cutting tofu,
if not for Lin Hao's quick reaction, he would have been seriously injured by now.

However, Lin Hao didn't get discouraged, he still fought with his opponent, using
only his physical strength to fight hard!

He didn't use his thunder power at all, nor did he gather his sword qi, otherwise he
wouldn't have been in such a mess.

"How could this happen, how could this human be so strong!" Both sides took a
few steps back after the blast, Rui Lin couldn't believe it as he looked at the human opposite, the
bigger he got the more shocked he was, how could he have never thought that this human was so

outrageously strong!
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"You're pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger!?" The white cat stared at Lin Hao with an ugly

face, wait, that wasn't quite the right word, although their clan was suppressed, they were still
calling themselves white tigers at heart.

Wasn't this saying that the other side was going to eat him?

The God Cat City Lord, who had been following this battle from afar, had eyes

full of amazement, "This human is not simple, no wonder he is so close to the Goddess, it looks
like my plan can be implemented."

The next moment, Rui Lin's ears suddenly rang with his father's voice
transmission secret, hearing his father's words, Rui Lin's whole body was dumbfounded, how
could he!

How could the proud white tiger do such a thing, this was an insult to the white
tiger bloodline!

Lin Hao looked at the injuries on his body and was a little helpless, "I'm just this

strong, I'm not hiding it either, it's just that my combat power isn't limited by my realm."

Ruilin was choked, what the hell was the difference between this and pretending to
be a pig and eating a tiger?

Lin Ruo Shi looked at Lin Hao's injuries, her heart was so distressed that tears

came down her face, Lin Hao's body was covered with hideous wounds cut by that white cat,



dripping with blood, his clothes were almost torn into strips of cloth by those sharp claws, just a
few pieces of cloth were left hanging on his body, wearing it was not much different from not

wearing it.

And fortunately? The other side was not so unkind as to strip the clothes. Good
thing the other side wasn't so unethical as to pick at his bottom, otherwise it would have been

embarrassing.

"Whatever you say, in that case, there's no need for me to hide it, it's an honour
for you to lose to my White Tiger clan! Roar!" Without any nonsense, Ruilin activated the white

tiger bloodline within his body.

A large white tiger shadow enveloped Rui Lin's body. The white tiger looked just

like Rui Lin, but the shadow was even more majestic and powerful, especially the golden word
'King' on its forehead was truly dazzling.

The white tiger's shadow was so holy that it attracted the attention of many people,
who looked this way, and many spirit beasts prostrated themselves on the ground as if they were

worshipping their king.

"These white cats really have white tiger bloodline, holy shit, this is actually real,
it should be very tonic to eat, right?" A certain Ancient God Clan eater flooded his eyes with

excitement.

The spirit beasts were also discussing, "Damn yeah, I thought those white cats in
Divine Cat City were blowing smoke, boasting that they were white tigers, but I didn't think they
really had white tiger bloodline, it's amazing."



Lin Hao didn't bother with the surrounding chatter, the white tiger roared,
immediately forcing Lin Hao back ten steps away, the pounding tiger roaring mountain forest
might made Lin Hao tremble, making Lin Hao have to be cautious and use his bottom card.

This thing actually had white tiger bloodline!

It's so cute, Xiao shi should like it, the corners of Lin Hao's mouth lifted slightly,
"Yes, it's time to finish, so I won't continue playing with you."

Rui Lin mobilised his white tiger bloodline, the dragon marched towards Lin Hao
step by step, his eyes showed a fierce light, that huge aura pressed over like a landslide and a

tsunami, Lin Hao's breath wilted, he was losing ground, his body involuntarily retreated.

The sword came!

Lin Hao gritted his teeth and gathered a giant sword qi, which flowed with

powerful thunder power, surrounded by flickering lightning, the giant sword hovered above Lin

Hao's head.

Divine Mind, open!



After eating the strange grass with leaves that had a human face given by Ah Yao,
Lin Hao's divine thoughts received a huge boost, countless divine thoughts poured into the sword
qi, which surprisingly began to slowly emit a golden glow, and a dull haze flickered.

Lin Hao was stunned, this, why was this aura somewhat similar to the divine
Immortal Palace summoned by Ah Yao?

"Chop!" Lin Hao didn't have time to think about it, reaching out and fiercely

pointing towards Rui Lin, the giant sword didn't move at all, yet the raging tide of divine thought
oppression came down with a bang.

The white tiger's shadow crumbled and disappeared with a miserable cry under

the raging divine thought pressure, and Rui Lin followed the heavy blow to his divine soul,
spitting out blood and flying backwards out of the ring area.

"Human Lin Hao versus Rui Lin, son of the Lord of Divine Cat City, Human Lin
Hao wins!"

Slap!

From afar, Rui De slapped his hand on the cat's leg, "It's over, this is a blunder!"

"That's the breath of a deity!"



"Impossible, a weak human, ah, it's good to have an Illusionary Spirit Master, to
have the aura of a deity, it's impossible!"
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"Fake, it's all fake, hahahaha, how can a human have the breath of a god ......" Got it, this ancient
god race's strong man couldn't stand the excitement, couldn't accept this fact and went hardcore
crazy.

As for the cat king of God Cat City, Rui De, he was now also in a headache, this
had completely disrupted his plan ah.

He had long deduced that Lin Hao had a great relationship with the Goddess, and
his own son had been set against Lin Hao by him, just to reveal the white tiger bloodline and
suppress Lin Hao with thunderbolts.

After defeating Lin Hao and then doing a reversal, he was directly willing to
submit to Lin Hao, and with human vanity at work, he would surely be overjoyed, and wouldn't
that divine cat city's deity suppression be solved?

Who knew that Lin Hao would not follow his script at all, which made him a bit

devastated.

"Game two, Human Lin Hao wins! Human Lin Hao has already won two matches
in a row, therefore, Lin Hao can refuse anyone's challenge within three hours, but he has the right
to challenge any contestant, and the other party cannot refuse."



As soon as the referee's words fell, Lin Hao froze, could it still be played like

that?

Then the one who won two games in a row could have found someone weaker to
challenge and easily win the third game ah.

What's going on?

It always felt like the rules set for this competition were so unreliable.

Many of the surrounding clans looked at Lin Hao with strange eyes, with awe, but
more of a scornful sharpness, and at the moment countless strong people wanted to kill him.

The human race hadn't had an Illusionary Spirit Master for ten thousand years, and
now many human Illusionary Spirit Masters had suddenly appeared, and crucially, there was one
who looked to be of a very low realm, yet possessed the might of a deity!

This situation even alarmed Ah Yao as well, who came, followed by five powerful
Ancient God Race Illusion Spirit Masters, all of them at the fifth rank realm.

"Lin Hao, you come with me."



Lin Hao nodded, then followed Ah Yao into the house on that small hill, followed
Ah Yao into the room, but Ah Yao had no intention of stopping, instead she pulled Lin Hao and

opened the back door of the house, the two of them came out of the back door, Lin Hao was
stunned.

This, where is this?

It was an ancient jungle, surrounded by clouds and mist, and emitting a strange

light, not a mere white mist, but coloured, emitting a dreamy glow when the sun shone, the
clouds condensed but not dispersed, yet not very dense, rather like an embellishment of this

jungle.

Like the mist around the mountains, it is beautiful.

The smallest tree around required three people to hug it before it could barely be
held, with its sky-high ancient trees and deep jungle, a scene that completely stunned Lin Hao.

How could he not have thought that the back door of Ah Yao's room was

something like an empty door, from which he could directly cross the long distance and appear in

another place?

Looking back again, there was just a wooden door towering behind them, there
was no house, and they had walked out from inside this wooden door.



"This is Yun Meng Ze, my land." As Ah Yao stepped into the forest, the mist
surged and the sky-high ancient trees around them flung gently, making a rustling sound as if

they were cheering.

From the otherwise silent jungle came the chirping of insects and birds, and the

loud and clear song of the larking bird.

Was this the Yun Meng Ze? This was not quite what Lin Hao had in mind.

"I? er closed Wu Ai Di Shan Xi Shan? I thought that the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr,
was a huge cloud in the sky, but I didn't expect it to be a jungle." Lin Hao laughed and teased.

"Is that so?" With a wave of her staff in her hand, a haze of light lit up, and Lin

Hao and Ah Yao suddenly appeared from the jungle, at the edge of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr.
Ah Yao was the Goddess of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, and when she arrived at the Cloud

Dreaming Zephyr, any place was just a thought away.

Only then did Lin Hao see that they were above the firmament, with white clouds
that could not be seen to the end below them, the sun blossoming just in the distance, as if it was
within reach, and the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr was a vast jungle floating on the clouds, so wide
and boundless that no end could be seen.

"By the way, I'm actually just rather curious about one thing ah, is it true that there
is no east or west side of the Cloud Dreaming Swamp?" Lin Hao asked subconsciously, not
knowing what kind of madness was pumping through him.
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A Yao's face suddenly turned cold, her eyebrows were full of dissatisfaction and anger.

Lin Hao knew that he had touched a taboo, just wanted to explain, instead, Ah Yao
spoke first, Ah Yao helplessly shook his head: "Nothing, just don't want to mention it, the east of
Yun Meng Ze connects to the collapse space, that is a void and spatial turbulence, but whoever
comes close, will be dragged in by the terrifying spatial turbulence, strangled into nothingness,
even I, can't step into the void space. "

"The western border of the realm of death, that is the dark place on the border with
the ancient clan of the River Styx, full of evil and killing, are places where the living beings within
the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr cannot set foot, hence this phrase that has been passed down."

"This Yun Meng Ze is blocking the River Styx? Servant Shan Fuyi Xi Di Er Wu?
Ancient Clan's only buffer." After finishing her sentence, Ah Yao then stared at Lin Hao intensely,
"You, why are you emitting the aura of a deity?"

Lin Hao was crying and laughing, if you didn't know, what could he know?

Lin Hao helplessly stretched his hands, when he was sparring with that white cat
just now, it was a clash of divine thoughts, so he subconsciously merged his divine thoughts into
the giant sword, and then that was it.

"It shouldn't be." Ah Yao was also a bit puzzled, "Without divinity, how can you

have the aura of a deity, not to mention that you shouldn't have the power of faith."



The power of faith?

Lin Hao immediately caught the point: "Who said I don't have the power of
faith ...... I do."

Through understanding, Lin Hao realized that the so-called deities were powers

that came together from the power of faith, but the only way to collect the power of faith was to
obtain the approval of the Heavenly God Hall and obtain the deity inscription.

The inscription that the divine River Elder had punched into Lin Hao's body was
the vessel that Lin Hao used to collect the power of faith.

Each Goddess Son, who was in charge of a territory, and the living beings within
the area in charge, were sealed as deities to provide them with power.

"Alright, since you already have your own deity, I will now teach you to construct

your own." With that said, an imaginary image of an immortal palace appeared above Ah Yao's
head, which was her deity.

As the immortal palace appeared, the entire mists of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr

boiled over, the trees swayed, the leaves made clattering sounds, and countless spirit beasts and

Ancient God Clan powerhouses in the jungle all seemed to sense the return of their gods,
worshipping and cheering.



According to what Ah Yao said, once the inscription was engraved, the deity's
appearance would be fixed and could never be changed again.

A huge sword, two metres wide and twenty metres long, was majestically
engraved with inscriptions, including a blue, feminine water attribute inscription and a silvery,
thunderous inscription.

The moment the inscriptions were completed, all voices were silent, and the giant
sword let out a heaven-shaking dragon roar, and an incomparably sharp killing aura swept across
the entire Cloud Dream Swamp!

All the creatures in the Cloud Dreaming Marsh, who had not reached the level of a
fifth-grade Illusionary Spirit Master, instinctively fell to their knees, unable to move at all, and to
their horror, the terrifying divine pressure fell, and all of them felt that a sharp sword was placed

around their necks, capable of taking their lives at any moment!

"Quickly put away your divine might, your sharpness is too strong, it will hurt
their divine souls." Ah Yao was startled, Lin Hao's divine might was so overwhelming that it
shook her to her core, and she immediately used her Immortal Palace divine might to suppress

the divine might of Lin Hao's giant sword.

The moment a deity appeared, all kinds of divine might would be born, but of
course there were also strong and weak divine might. Lin Hao's divine might, dominating the
way of killing, was so sharp that it seemed to have the power to cut through the heavens.

Lin Hao also noticed that the situation was not right, and hastily withdrew his

divine thoughts, and the giant sword was also incorporated into his sea of consciousness, while Ah



Yao congratulated Lin Hao, who had truly become the eighth divine son of the Heavenly God Hall,
although Lin Hao's realm had not reached the seventh level of Illusionary Spirit Master, and
therefore could not set foot in the Heavenly God Hall.

Lin Hao did not feel anything about this, he had been to the Heavenly God Hall

once, apart from those statues and the old man who looked like a fat-headed fish, what was there
to go to.

Chapter 2088

But something unexpected happened to Lin Hao. Inside the two realms abyss of the Thunder

Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain, the Regulus Sword, the eye of the formation that suppressed
the two realms abyss, sensed Lin Hao's breath and kept trembling and blossoming with a

dazzling golden light.

The Xuan Yuan Sword's blade poked through the spatial barriers and merged into

the spatial turbulence, crossing it and heading straight for the River God Spiritual Domain.

The formation of the Two Realms Abyss suddenly collapsed, and the raging tide
of Yin Qi, as thick as ink, rushed through the Two Realms Abyss and out of the Thunder Split

Mountain Spiritual Domain, pervading the entire Spiritual Domain at an extremely fast speed.

All the living creatures in the Spiritual Domain were eroded by the Yin Qi and fell
down, but quickly stood up again, except for the Thunder Beasts who did not stand up again, but
were consumed by the Yin Qi and lost their energy, crumbling into stone.



These thunder beasts were originally living on the thunder energy, but in reality
they were a pile of stones, devoid of their life essence, and the Yin Qi eroded them, returning
them to their original form.

But those humans who had gone in to dig up the thunder meteorites and hunt the
spirit beasts were not so lucky, falling down and rising again, only to be transformed into

monsters by the erosion of the Yin Qi, with hissing sounds coming from all directions.

All kinds of monsters rushed out of the Two Realms Abyss, filling the bottomless
Two Realms Abyss with their bodies as Yin soldiers and horses ran wildly out of the Two Realms

Abyss.

As the Thunder Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain changed, the Vermilion Bird
realised that the situation was not right and immediately used that imitation inscription core to try
to stop it, but it was powerless to do so, so it had to forcefully close the Thunder Splitting

Mountain Spiritual Domain.

The havoc in the Spiritual Domain was swiftly transmitted, and the Chinese side

made corresponding measures, but Lin Hao, who was trapped in the River God's Spiritual
Domain, had no idea what had happened, and had not even thought that he had succeeded in

constructing a deity, triggering the frenzied restlessness of the Xuan Yuan Sword, which had
broken away from the formation eye alone.

Through that door, Lin Hao and Ah Yao returned to the Yin Dragon Pond, and Lin
Hao finally knew why this Heaven Ascension Competition was full of loopholes everywhere, it
turned out that the competition was a scam at root.



The reason for the competition is that it is a scam. The reason for this big
competition is to let the energy of those communities that have nowhere to put their heads expend,
so that they don't have to fight so much and cause killings to attract those assholes.

What Ah Yao is waiting for is just the formation of the secret realm of the Heaven
Ascension Ladder, and it doesn't matter at all as to who can win the first hundred places.

Because the Great Ascension Competition hadn't even started yet! When Lin Hao

and Ah Yao returned, there had already been several great competitions here, and many of Lin

Hao and his group had been tricked down.

Chen Kai, Lin Yin, and the six members of the Yun family had all fallen off the list,
and the only one who still held on was Yun Feng, the head of the Yun family.

However, since he knew that the competition had not yet begun, Lin Hao had not
cared about the competition at all.

At that very moment, the sound of dragon roars burst forth, shaking the heavens
and the earth, and the nine divine dragons pulling the carriage, roared up to the sky. Immortal

cranes flipped and huge ripples formed throughout the colourful lake.

"I declare that the second round of the test officially begins, all the contestants who
won the Grand Competition just now, jump into the lake and participate in the final competition!"
Ah Yao immediately spoke up, knowing that the environment of the Ascension Grand
Competition had already been formed, no different from the Divine Maiden Ascension Grand

Competition she had participated in before.



Those who had already won the competition jumped into the lake and quickly
disappeared from sight, as if the lake was a huge empty door.

"Sigh, if I had worked harder, I could have gone in and fought for my chance too."
Chen Kai's slightly lewd face was filled with disillusionment.

Next to him, Lin Yin also had a lost look on his face. Of the four people in their
squad, they were the only two who had lost, and the psychological gap was still quite big.

Lin Hao and Ah Yao looked at each other and then in a very tacit agreement, one
by one, they put a foot on the two's buttocks, kicking them into the lake and disappearing in a

flash.

"Wow, big master, this is fun, I want to play too." When Bear Two saw this, he
instantly sharpened his wear and rubbed his palms, one by one, kicking each of the seven people,
including Yun Feng, into the lake without fail.
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"Goddess, this ......" A few of the Ancient God Clan powerhouses next to me were not happy, do
you want to break the rules so blatantly? Although this rule is a scam, but you are at least a
goddess, you can't just slap your own face.

Ah Yao paid no attention to them at all and waved her hand towards Lin Hao, "It's
time for you all to go down as well, every time the Ascension Competition is in a variety of ways,



you will see what you can do, I hope you will be able to obtain more opportunities to strengthen
your deity."

Lin Hao smiled, and the rest of them jumped into the lake, a scene that also made
many of the other strongest members of the community see it, so angry that they almost cursed,
but there was nothing they could do.

What can you do with someone who is favoured by the Goddess?

When Rui De saw this scene, his huge cat eyes flashed with a wry look, and with
a cruel heart, he kicked his son, Rui Lin, down into the lake secretly as well.

The other Spirit Beast powerhouses reacted and tried to kick their own people
down too, but they were dismayed to find that those who fell into the lake did not enter the empty
door, but floated up, and were not allowed to enter at all. Those who did not make it in time were
chagrined beyond measure, missing the mark, not reacting to miss the moment.

At the moment the secret realm closed, Ah Yao's face turned violently white, her
divine mind shook tremendously and she spat out a mouthful of blood.

"Goddess, are you alright?" Two Ancient God Clan powerhouses rushed up to

assist.

Ah Yao waved her hand, indicating that it did not matter, but her heart was filled
with an inexplicable uneasiness, because at the moment the secret realm closed, she had



unexpectedly lost contact with Yun Meng Ze completely, and the gods were unable to sense the

beings in Yun Meng Ze.

Ah Yao dared not speak up so easily, but had to find a way to communicate with

the Heavenly God Temple through the temple, however, she found that the communication with

the Heavenly God Temple had also been cut off.

She was trapped here, and her divinity had been stripped away!

She didn't know what was going on in Yun Meng Ze, but something was
definitely wrong, but she had to stay behind to take care of the Heavenly Ascension Competition
here, otherwise there was no guarantee that something big would happen if all the clans converged
here, so she had no choice but to pray that nothing happened to Yun Meng Ze.

Lin Hao and his group were scattered all over the place. Lin Hao had left his aura
on them before he came in and was able to sense their locations, but they were far away from each

other.

It was a good thing that Lin Hao and Lin Ruoshi were together.

"Wow, why is there marshmallow growing on this tree, this marshmallow looks so

delicious." Just after entering the place, Lin Ruoshi was extremely excited running around

spreading joy, it was all so beautiful here, the trees were so tall and there were layers of colourful
marshmallows wrapped around the trees, it was beautiful.



The Bear Two next to her was also drooling, "Bear Two wants to eat too!"

After saying that, Xiong Er started to climb up towards the tens of metres high

ginormous tree.

Lin Hao looked at this dense but somewhat dismayed place, wasn't this the place
where Ah Yao had brought himself to construct the gods, inside the Cloud Dreaming Forest?

Lin Hao found that the more he looked at this place, the more familiar it became.

In the sky above the Yun Meng Ze, in the midst of a rolling dark cloud that

condensed but did not disperse, two black-robed men were surrounded by black Qi, one of them
spoke, "That human brat has the aura of divinity on him, and seems to have noticed that

something is wrong, should he be wiped out?"

"Shut up, this man is of great use, besides, that old fish head of the Heavenly God
Temple thinks so highly of him, then let's make good use of him to achieve something great for

us." The man next to him exploded with anger and cursed, scaring the black robed man next to

him half to death, not realising that his words had angered the lord.

"Begin." The man threw out a handful of ? Closed shamshang er shamshang

closed zero? bright red oil paper umbrella, which snapped open and surged against the wind as

the red umbrella began to blossom with a dazzling red light that began to permeate every corner
of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr.



A man's voice rang out in the minds of all the participants who had entered the

Cloud Dreaming Zephyr Secret Realm Trials, "Congratulations to all of you who are qualified to

participate in this Heaven Ascension Competition!"

"This is a secret realm constructed based on the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, the
secret realm is different for each Heaven Ascension Grand Competition, it was built to imitate the
territory of the divine sons and daughters, and it also contains the heavenly treasures to obtain

divinity!"

Chapter 2090

In reality, this was not a secret realm constructed by the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, but this was
inside the real Cloud Dreaming Zephyr!

The promulgation of the trial rules made Lin Hao feel that something was not quite
right, how could this competition be like this?

According to the other side, this secret realm didn't have spirit beasts that had
reached the fifth level realm to the spirit beasts, or the Ancient Gods, only spirit beasts that had

reached the first to fourth level realm!

And the criterion for winning is that the first one hundred to obtain the most spirit

cores and travel to the west of the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr is considered to be qualified for the
divine inheritance, and at the same time, there is an additional condition, that is to obtain the
divine treasures hidden within the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr and break the quota for the divine
inheritance.



The rule itself was full of huge loopholes, even after A Yao's screening, but those
who came in here were likewise almost two thousand people, and apart from Lin Hao and the

others, all of them were in the clear second class late Illusionary Spirit Master to third class peak

Illusionary Spirit Master realms.

With so many people competing and the only criterion being spirit cores, without
other restrictions, didn't that mean that they could hunt others to get them?

There could be many spirit beast races present among the contestants here.

Ah Yao avoided killing, but why did the rules in this secret realm seem to

deliberately create killings?

Lin Ruoshi spat out the seven-coloured cotton in her mouth.

Lin Hao found out with tears and laughter that this Xiong Er had really gone up the
tree and plucked the seven-coloured clouds off, giving them in as if they were cotton candy.

This girl was hungry and chewed on the blanket in the middle of the night, right?

Lin Hao went over to check it out and was surprised to find that the cloud was

actually a touchable entity, really similar to cotton.



"Big Boss, what are we going to do now?" Xiong Er looked around and touched

his flat stomach, so what, what trial or no trial he didn't care much, he was more concerned about
what the spirit beasts here had and whether they tasted good or not.

"Well, while looking for food, let's go find Ye Yu and the others." Lin Hao? 依

扒珊遮侍闭闭侍? Also don't care much about the first hundred in this trial, not to mention the
main thing right now is not figuring out what the purpose of this rule really is, Lin Hao didn't
mean to act rashly.

Lin Hao's proposal was naturally endorsed by the two eaters with both hands

raised. Lin Hao and the others looked towards the nearest scent while hunting a huge raptor, a
fierce raptor weighing several dozen pounds, similar to an ostrich, with sharp feathers like a
hedgehog and full of barbs, which was more troublesome to handle.

This thing was also unlucky, it didn't even have the realm of a first-class early
stage Illusionary Spirit Master, and it just happened to run into Lin Hao and the others who were

already very hungry.

After careful roasting, the roast meat smelled so good that it was yellow and

orange and oozing with oil, and the seasonings carried in the Consciousness Space brought out the
best of the roast meat.

The aroma attracted many people to come and they looked at Lin Hao and his
daughter with astonishment.



They were drooling as they watched, but there were only two of them, both only
second class late stage Illusionary Spirit Masters, and they felt that they couldn't beat Lin Hao in
his contest in the ring!

Not only did they want to eat Lin Hao's roast meat, they also wanted to go and rob
Lin Hao of their spirit cores, but they had no choice, they were not strong enough and could only

leave with immense jealousy.

For two days in a row, Lin Hao and his team leisurely wandered around the jungle

of Yun Meng Ze, as if they were on holiday, eating all kinds of spirit beast meat in different ways
along the way, which made Xiong Er and Xiao Shi so happy.

The referees who met Lin Hao's team were going crazy with jealousy, they were
exhausted like dogs, but the other side was on holiday, it was so relaxing.

They guessed that, looking at Lin Hao and the others, they didn't even bother to
rob them, almost every time they encountered him, they were either eating roasted meat or

handling the meat of spirit beasts, the other party must have hunted a super lot of spirit cores,
that's why they were so carefree ah.

Lin Hao also wondered, this Yun Meng Ze is really too big, he walked for four

days, froze and did not find a companion, one of them felt the breath closer, but it still felt like it
would take a day.
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